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It was a great blessing

Joan and I travelled to our GRN Centre in Sydney on the 4th June, where
to meet up with and
we were asked to help at a recordist training course for 4 weeks. This was a work together with
other recordists from
great blessing and privilege for us to do. We really enjoyed meeting the
around the world.
trainees, Ronnie & Chandra from Indonesia and Lot from our office in
Thailand. It was a blessing to be around
these guys, who have all done lots of recordings and were there
for further training. It was great to meet up with Noel and his
training team and be a small part of it all. I also appreciated
learning many new things about our recording and
editing processes.

For Joan and I to be back in Australia again was very special and
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we stayed with Joan’s brother Dallas and his
family while there. Dallas let me borrow his car
every day to travel back and forth to the studios in
the office.
Christine, the CEO of the Sydney centre and her
team really welcomed and spoiled us with their
wonderful Ozzie hospitality. We are very grateful
to all those who blessed us so much while we were
there.
To see their new office complex and recording
studios was very exciting and also to meet many old and new staff members
and volunteers was great.

“Millions are still waiting
to hear and may not
have any other way of
knowing about the
Saviour who loves
them.”

!

The trip was also a
great refresher course
for me.

The main objective of training
our recordists to a high standard is to have
professional recordings made and distributed around
the world in all these different languages. Millions are
still waiting to hear and may not have any other way
of knowing about the Saviour who loves them. As
technology moves on, GRN are at the cutting edge and
we use every means to get the “Good News” out in
thousands of languages. Thank you so much for
supporting our work around the world.
We arrived home safe and well and tired, but loved
every minute of our adventure to Australia.

We Praise The Lord for this great opportunity and
experience. God Bless you.
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